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1 Introduction 
Strategic planning is one of the most important tools that a municipality can use 

to bring together the public, municipal staff and members of Council in the 

development of a common vision, direction and goals for a community. It can 

also function as an accounting mechanism, allowing management and the public 

to evaluate progress and ensure that the municipality is moving in the right 

direction.  

Rather than simply reacting to change, municipalities can use the strategic 

planning process to examine issues and concerns with the goal to creating a 

community that is sustainable, providing opportunities for business and economic 

growth, a healthy lifestyle, and protecting its social and cultural connections. 

While community sustainability doesn’t necessarily imply growth or expansion, it 

does imply change. The decisions made, or not made, will shape how a 

community develops and prospers. A Community Based Strategic Plan for the 

Town of Amherstburg therefore, builds an overall vision for the community and 

will guide municipal decision making and move it towards its desired future state. 

 

1.1 Why a Strategic Plan? 

The Town of Amherstburg has had several strategic plans over time including 

those in place for Amherstburg, Malden and Anderdon prior to amalgamation. 

The most recent strategic plan document was last presented to Town Council in 

2012 as part of an organizational review.  Since 2013 however, there has been 

little reference to the strategic plan or the plan’s priorities and the time has come 

to chart a new course for the community.  

In developing a Community Based Strategic Plan, the Town of Amherstburg will: 

 Provide structure for mutually accepted goals and a common agenda for moving forward as a community over a particular 

timeframe; 
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 Identify a set of prioritized objectives that can be measured and monitored 

 Define the purpose of the Municipality and its role in achieving the stated goals, and; 

 Balance the aspirations of the community with municipal and local resources.  

A detailed action plan advances the strategic priorities set out in this plan and contributes to the long term vision for the 

community. It also acts as a ‘measuring stick’ against which to evaluate decisions that will keep the municipality on course in 

the coming years. 

 

1.2 How Will The Plan Be Used?  

The plan will enable Town Administration, business and community stakeholders and Town Council to work collaboratively 

around a common vision and set of priorities for the growth and development of the Town.   

For the public, this plan is meant to:  

 Communicate a long term vision for the Town and the related priorities for this term of Council. 

 Reflect the community’s aspirations and input for the services they receive.  

 Articulate Amherstburg Council’s commitment to customer service and satisfaction for all residents.  

For businesses and community organizations, this plan is meant to:  

 Reflect the Town’s commitment to partnering with businesses and community organizations to achieve the Town’s long term 

economic development goals. 

For Town officials, managers, and employees, this plan is meant to:  

 Inform policy, operational, and budget decisions 

 Provide a structure to ensure oversight and management of Town programs and services 

This plan is designed to be realized beyond the current term of Council and will be provided to all potential candidates of 

Council going forward. However, consideration has been given to the implementation of those actions that will have the most 

immediate impact on the Town’s long term economic growth and prosperity.  
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2 Strategic Plan Process 
In developing the Town of Amherstburg’s Community Based Strategic Plan, consideration has been given to a range of 

information and insight related to the Town’s management of future growth and development. This was a comprehensive 

process that involved a thorough review of the context for the plan and input from numerous stakeholders, municipal staff, 

elected officials and the public. 

 

 

  

Phase I 

Project Initiation 

• In January 2016, Council 
approved the selection of 
the consultant that would 
guide the development of 
the Strategic Plan. A 
communication plan was 
developed that laid out a 
process for engaging the 
community in a 
discussion of the future 
of the Town. 

Phase II 

Background Review 

•A comprehensive review 
of background studies, 
departmental plans and 
socio-economic data and 
financial reports provided 
a strong understanding 
of the current 
programming, operations 
and long term planning 
currently underway in 
Amherstburg. The results 
of the background study 
have been appended to 
this plan (Appendix A). 

 

Phase III 

Strategic Listening  

•Stakeholder and 
community input was 
obtained through a 
variety of channels, from 
one on one interviews 
and small group 
meetings to community 
soundings and a 
workshop with Council 
and senior staff within 
the municipality. An 
electronic community 
survey also provided an 
opportunity for more than 
400 residents to share 
their views on the issues 
and challenges facing 
the Town. In all more 
than 500 people 
provided input to the 
Strategic Plan. 

Phase IV 

Validating The Findings 

•A random telephone 
survey of local residents 
conducted in April/May 
2016 provided further 
validation of the long 
term vision and 
corporate priorities for 
the plan. Input from over 
300 individuals was 
shared with Town 
Council and staff 
resulting in further 
refinements to the Plan. 
The results of the survey 
have been appended to 
this plan (Appendix B). 

Phase V 

Preparing The Strategic 
Plan 

•Having reviewed the 
corporate priorities with 
Town staff , the 
Community Based 
Strategic Plan has been 
approved by Town 
Council and will serve as 
an overarching 
document under which 
all Town initiatives will 
align. 
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3 A Plan for the Future 
The Town of Amherstburg has given consideration to a wide range of issues, challenges and opportunities that may impact the 

long term sustainability of our community – some within our ability to influence and some that are not.  

 

3.1 Tackling Our Challenges 

Lack of a Shared Vision 

When roles, responsibilities and outcomes are not carefully articulated, the 

results can lead to duplication, confusion about who is responsible for a service 

or accountable for results, and a regulatory burden that may be inappropriate or 

excessive. Resources that otherwise might be used to achieve better outcomes 

get diverted into less productive ends.  

In recent years, staff that should have been focused on improving service 

delivery has been hindered by bureaucracy and paperwork, and people who 

should benefit from programs and services have become frustrated by a 

perceived lack of accountability. Add in the need to balance Amherstburg’s rural 

and urban ambitions and a complex scenario is created. Simplifying and better 

managing roles, responsibilities and resources within a shared vision for the 

future would place more emphasis on achieving better outcomes for people in 

Amherstburg rather than on process.  

Fiscal Constraints  

Ontario’s municipalities are the foundation of our local, provincial and national 

economies. Yet, growing responsibilities and shrinking resources are impacting 

our communities, large and small. Provincial investments in local communities 

have been made, and are appreciated, but a great deal more needs to be done if 

our towns and cities are to be livable, sustainable, and competitive in the national 

and global marketplace. 
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The Town of Amherstburg has and will continue to face significant budget deficits for the foreseeable future.  These budget 

gaps results in large part from the limits on available provincial and federal funding associated with major infrastructure 

projects. The Town is also impacted by slow population growth, limited taxation options and service level requirements that are 

prescribed for many of the Town’s services.  With limited resources, the Town will need to consider how best to provide 

services to a shifting demographic and limited industrial and commercial land development options, while continuing to appeal 

to both future residents and business investment in the future.  

Loss of Traditional Industry 

While historically part of Ontario and the nation’s industrial heartland, the Windsor-Essex region has struggled in recent years 

with a declining economy. In the past decade, more than 25 per cent of the region’s manufacturing jobs have disappeared – 

more than 30 per cent of those in Windsor.  

The decline of the manufacturing sector is reflected in the demand for related employment. According to available information, 

as of January 2016, only 4 per cent of the total labour demand was for individuals with skillsets suited for manufacturing and 

utility-based operations. In contrast the top employment demands by area businesses were sales and service, business and 

finance, and administration based occupations.  

Given the changing nature of the regional economy, it is imperative that Amherstburg have a solid understanding of how, and 

by what means it can compete to attract future employment and business investment. It must ensure that in providing the 

lifestyle to attract a younger and skilled workforce, it is also able to attract the employment that ensures sustainable future for 

the town.   

Lack of Collaborative Support on Economic Development 

Regional collaboration is an economic development mainstay for many regions, however the Town of Amherstburg currently 

undertakes very little joint marketing or product development with neighbouring communities or tourism organizations and its 

investment into the regional economic development corporation has seen limited returns for the investment.  

While many communities including the Town of Amherstburg provide some financial support for small business enterprise 

centres (regional investment) or other programming to support start-up and existing small business enterprises during their 

development, there is growing demand for a greater sophistication of product and better resources that will enable 

entrepreneurs and small enterprises to better capitalize on local opportunities for growth. Amherstburg’s economic development 

committee has advocated for a focused economic development agenda for the community – one that supports business 

attraction and retention and effective marketing and promotion of the town. 
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Sustainable Growth and Development  

While there are a range of issues defining and reshaping Amherstburg, its largest 

challenge will be to achieve sustainable growth and development – residential, 

commercial and industrial. Rural communities across Canada are experiencing 

slow or even declining population growth. During 2001-2011, the urban 

population in Ontario grew by 15 per cent while the rural and small urban 

communities declined by 7 per cent.  

Without strong and sustainable population growth – Windsor-Essex Region is 

anticipated to see a total of 1 per cent growth from 2013-2041 – Amherstburg will 

struggle to increase its municipal tax revenue to offset future infrastructure costs 

and services. The Town will need to develop a compelling marketing message 

with which to attract future residents, businesses and investment.  It will also 

need to include local strategies and toolkits that address current and future 

growth and development opportunities.  

 

3.2 Responding To Trends 

Cultural Planning and Experiential Tourism 

There is growing recognition across Canada and internationally of the importance 

of creativity, culture and quality of place in growing local and regional economies. 

Enhancing the quality of place through diverse cultural and entertainment 

offerings works to attract and retain talented people, which in turn attract 

businesses investments in an emerging creative economy.  

Investment in cultural assets and resources not only attracts and retains local 

residents, but also attracts visitors and supports the development of local 

tourism, an increasingly important component of economic growth for small 

towns. Experiential tourism in particular is one of the fastest growing segments of 

a global tourism market and travel surveys conducted in Canada and the United 

States illustrate that nearly two-third of adult travellers include a cultural, arts, 

heritage or historic activity or event while on a trip of 80 kilometres or more.  
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In this respect, Amherstburg is well positioned to act on its cultural and heritage offerings. With access to national historic sites, 

waterfront access, and a willing volunteer base to put forward unique festivals and events, Amherstburg has an opportunity to 

further develop its amenities and resources to attract others to come to visit, invest and live. An update to the Town’s Cultural 

Strategy is essential to reflect emerging opportunities including the development of new tourism and cultural experiences.  

Quality of Place Improvements  

Many small communities are successfully developing a competitive advantage by 

using their unique assets to attract investment and support existing businesses. 

These place-based assets might include residents and their skills; local 

architecture and infrastructure; academic, technical, and medical institutions; 

local and regional business and employment concentrations; cultural, natural, 

and artistic resources; and general quality of life.  

A variety of factors can improve quality of life, such as a thriving downtown or 

commercial district with neighborhood-serving shops and restaurants; availability 

of green and open space; a variety of transportation choices, including options 

for walking, biking, and driving; artistic, cultural, and community resources such 

as museums, public art, community centers, religious institutions, and other 

community gathering spaces; and medical, technical, and academic institutions. 

This approach to smart growth also includes identifying key locations for 

development and redevelopment in cores, including brownfields and infill sites. 

The Town has made a strong commitment to quality of place considerations 

across the community, particularly as it relates to downtown and waterfront 

revitalization. There are also plans to improve the Town’s recreation amenities 

with an expanded trail system and park activities and consideration of how best 

to support the use and development of Boblo Island.  

Progressive Planning Tools 

In Ontario, Community Improvement Plans (CIPs) are being developed in rural 

and small urban communities to address growth management challenges, 

business attraction and intensification, encouragement of mixed-use  
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development, business façade improvements, signage etc. Some municipalities are using CIP tools to incent development in 

key sectors of the economy, while others are using them to create destinations for residents and visitors that support tourism 

development or to protect and enhance the special character of an area as redevelopment proceeds. 

Amherstburg will be initiating a review of its Official Plan in 2016/2107. Consideration of these types of planning tools will be an 

important discussion as the Town determines how best to support economic development and the preservation and protection 

of its rural and historic character. The inclusion of Community Improvement Policies can support the repurposing of industrial 

properties and lands, as well as encourage value added agricultural activities and facilitate the adaptive and creative reuse of 

the Town’s heritage and cultural assets. 

Integrated Marketing and Promotion 

Most marketing messaging today focuses on digital marketing - the Internet and digital technologies have had a significant 

impact on the way businesses (including communities) must market their products and services. That said there is still a role 

traditional marketing in promoting a community. The reality of today’s marketplace and the manner in which consumer find the 

information they need means a community should not focus solely on an online marketing or traditional marketing campaign but 

rather take an integrated approach that uses the right tools at the right time to find the right audience. This includes updated 

web-based platforms and tools such as websites or standalone promotional sites.  

To be effective in its marketing efforts, the Town needs a successfully integrated marketing and promotion plan that is rigorous 

and robust, includes a strong online and social media communications program, and includes campaigns and other profile 

raising activities. It needs a consistent message that is integrated with overall economic development efforts and highlights the 

efforts of its outcomes. Successful implementation will be contingent through the continued participation and input from 

residents who should be encouraged to help define the marketing and promotion goals of the community. Residents and 

businesses also need to be encouraged to promote local stories that demonstrate the opportunities and potential of living and 

investing in Amherstburg.   

 

3.3 Efforts Underway 

The Town has implemented a variety of strategic plans including those prepared for Amherstburg, Malden and Anderdon prior 

to amalgamation. In addition the Town has been proactive in responding to its current fiscal situation by developing a Financial 

Strategic Plan. Its Asset Management Plan also continues to guide the Town’s current fleet and property considerations. A 

Cultural Strategy, implemented in 2011, has assisted the Town in achieving its recent Festivals and Events Ontario recognition 
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as Municipality of the Year (for populations less than 50,000), and for providing an atmosphere beneficial to successful festivals 

and events. The Town’s Official Plan has also seen timely amendments that have assisted in guiding community development. 

These plans are just the beginning of a series of studies and plans that will be needed for the long term development and 

sustainability of Amherstburg. This Community Based Strategic Plan comes at an opportune time when the Town is preparing 

to update its Official Plan, undertake the development of a Recreation and Parks Master Plan, and completing a Town-wide 

Master Servicing Study and Facilities and Municipal Infrastructure Audit.  

The Community Based Strategic Plan lays a foundation that these studies can build upon and further enhance the potential of 

the community.  
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4 The Road to Success 
A vision is a general statement that presents a timeless inspirational view for the ideal future of the Town. It demonstrateshow 

we would like to be percieved by others and should foster inspiration and support. The Town of Amherstburg is made up of 

distinct  and unique communities that have independently focused on the protection of their culture and heritage. The vision and 

mission proposed in this community based strategic plan is intended to be a road map to success that looks at a unified 

community that works hard to meet the needs of its residents. 

 

4.1 Our Vision 

The following statements reflect the long term goals for the growth and 

development of the Town of Amherstburg.   

 Ensure financial sustainability through a long term financial 
plan and maintenance of adequate reserves.  

 Improve, develop and maintain existing and new infrastructure 
that supports a sustainable community, and ensures that 
individuals have equitable access to the Town’s services and 
facilities. 

 Secure commercial and industrial business investment 
through the use of progressive land-use planning tools and 
incentives.  

 Further promote the Town’s reputation as an attractive place to 
live and where residents experience a high quality of life. 

 Continue to promote the Town for the quality of its festivals, 
celebrations and historic character. 
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4.2 Our Mission 

The Town of Amherstburg government champions the long term sustainability and social 
vitality of the community. Our actions are governed by the responsibility to deliver cost-
effective and efficient services for the residents of the Town of Amherstburg with a view to 
improving and enhancing their quality of life. 
 

4.3 Our Values 

The following values reflect our beliefs about the roles and responsibilities of our municipal government:  

 Collaborative – We work together effectively within the organization and in 
collaboration with other governments, private entities and community partners.  

 Service-oriented – We listen and respond to our customers in a culturally responsive 
way and prioritize their satisfaction as we do our work.  

 Results-focused – We establish community driven goals, measure our performance, 
and report to the public on our success in meeting those goals.  

 Accountable – We are responsive and transparent to the public in our roles, functions 
and actions as individuals and as a government.  

 Innovative – We are creative, learn from experience and results, and seek out new and 
efficient ways to solve problems and serve the public.  
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5 Strategic Pillars 

During planning sessions at which Council and senior staff considered the 
needs, challenges and opportunities of the town, four pillars emerged. Council 
is committed to achieving these pillars which are aligned through several 
corporate plans. 
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Pillar #1 – Marketing and Promotion 

Objective: Promote the Town as a destination for all 
demographics including young families and retirees. 
 

Actions 

 Develop a strong online and social media presence to better inform residents 
and visitors of life in Amherstburg. 

 Develop a marketing plan that supports the Town’s efforts to attract future 
residents, investment and business and grows our profile beyond Essex 
County. 

 Effectively leverage the tourism marketing reach and product development 
efforts of the Southwest Ontario Tourism Corporation (SWOTC). 

 Identify partnership opportunities with local businesses and cultural 
institutions in the marketing and promotion of the Town. 

 Promote local success stories that demonstrate the opportunity and potential 
of living and investing in Amherstburg. 
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Pillar #2 – Economic Development 

Objective: Target the growth of our business community and 
cultural institutions, and foster an attractive downtown core 
within the constraints of zoning and Provincial Policies 
 

Actions 

 Prepare a pragmatic Economic Development Strategy for the Town of 
Amherstburg with recognition of cultural, natural, and heritage assets as 
economic drivers, and a focus on business development, attraction and 
retention. 

 Use incentives to encourage private sector development that supports our 
business attraction efforts.  

 Support and facilitate adaptive reuse of heritage and cultural assets.  

 Introduce Urban Design Guidelines, including signage that promotes and 
preserves heritage in the downtown core. 

 Explore the potential opportunities for waterfront tourism including a dock 
that can accommodate ferries, tall ships, walking piers, small craft launch, 
look-out tower, and fishing.  

 Support the agricultural sector and the diversification of this industry. 
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 Complete a bi-annual review of the return of investment associated with the 
funding of, and partnership with, the Windsor-Essex Economic Development 
Corporation (WEEDC). 

 Support the creation of new and improvements to existing Festivals and 
Events that link to the Town’s heritage and identity. 

 Secure additional roofed accommodation to support the growth of tourism.   

 Create a fund to cover the economic development, marketing, and 
promotion, and related improvements of community heritage sites and 
cultural institutions, as to develop a stronger economic presence of heritage 
in the Town of Amherstburg. 
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Pillar #3 – Investment in Infrastructure 

Objective: Provide infrastructure that will facilitate growth 
and development. 
 

Actions 

 Complete an industrial land needs analysis. 

 Initiate the necessary servicing plans to advance the development of the 
Town’s priority industrial lands. 

 Complete a Parks and Recreation Master Plan that identifies the hierarchy of 
needs for Town residents and provides recommendations for the long term 
use of Navy Yard Park.   

 Provide a ‘one stop’ experience for residents and business by consolidating 
municipal staff and services.  

 Maintain and improve roadways and sidewalks.  

 Facilitate the re-development of Bellevue House and property. 

 Complete the servicing and development of the Kingsbridge Subdivision. 

 Address the long term infrastructure requirements of Bois Blanc Island. 
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Pillar #4 – Fiscal Sustainability 

Objective: Demonstrate fiscal responsibility and the efficient 
allocation of tax dollars.  
 

Actions 

 Prepare a Long-Term Financial Plan that provides funding strategies and 
prioritizes reserves while striving for a competitive tax base. 

 Develop multiyear operating and capital budgets. 

 Develop a funding strategy for the Asset Management Plan focussed on 
maintaining core existing infrastructure and services. 

 Plan for and fund major maintenance and replacement costs for new 
infrastructure and facility projects. 

 Focus resources towards ensuring that the Town has the fundamental 
building blocks needed to successfully target and attract incremental 
business from existing sectors as well as from new sectors as identified in 
any economic development strategy. 

 Establish a capital reserve for the funding of cultural institutions and the 
changing needs of heritage commercial buildings in the core. 
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